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we are harmonia.
we COMMAND ATTENTION.
Harmonia is Ireland’s largest and most successful
magazine publisher.
Our market-leading magazines engage millions of
readers each year.
Harmonia’s relationship with Irish women is unrivalled:
Irish Tatler, U Magazine and Woman’s Way are the
1,2,3 of female titles on Ireland’s shelves.
Our varied portfolio of titles affords Harmonia the
expert edge in the business of fashion, beauty, food,
wine, travel, motoring and more.
We create custom 360° content for leading brands:
delivering words, images, video, communities
and industry-leading events to the most discerning
national and international companies.
Harmonia Creative Communications harnesses the
power of our award-winning magazines (including
FOOD&WINE Magazine, Irish Tatler Man, Ireland of
the Welcomes, Auto Ireland and Innovation Ireland
Review) to create compelling brand conversations.
Let’s get you the attention you deserve.

WE KNOW WOMEN.

IRISH TATLER

Established in 1890, Irish
Tatler is Ireland’s leading
women’s magazine. A smart
edit of style, beauty, lifestyle
and business, it is the go-to
brand for the intelligent
Irish woman. Reinforced by
irishtatler.com, the Irish Tatler
magazine app and a powerful
social media network, we’re
right beside the Irish Tatler
reader, wherever life takes her.

WOMAN’S WAY is

Ireland’s only women’s
weekly, selling over 1 million
copies annually. Woman’s
Way dominates the 35-65+
demographic, delivering
a bright mix of lifestyle
content to a devoted
audience of household
decision-makers.

U MAGAZINE speaks

to the twentysomething
who wants fun, fashion
and frank advice. The
number one selling
Irish monthly magazine,
U engages its readers
through print, digital,
events and more, making
it the always-on brand for
young Irish women.

WOMAN’S WAY
COOKBOOK is just one

of our suite of successful
spin-off titles. Published
quarterly, this glossy guide
to home cooking and baking
is bursting with beautiful
recipes, expert tips and
reader-generated content.

WE KNOW YOUR NICHE.
FOOD&WINE
MAGAZINE is a sensory

feast; each issue designed to
delight and inspire. Ireland’s
best respected culinary title,
FOOD&WINE balances high
end craftsmanship from
Michelin-starred chefs with
achievable inspiration for the
enthusiastic home cook. The
FOOD&WINE Restaurant of
the Year Awards, meanwhile,
is the must attend-event for
Ireland’s epicurean elite.

IRISH TATLER MAN

Ireland’s only magazine
for men, Irish Tatler Man is
made by the modern Irish
man, for the modern Irish
man. Featuring interview
exclusives, insider style and
grooming advice, plus awardwinning opinion-led journalism,
Irish Tatler Man was named
Magazine of the Year at the
2015 Irish Magazine Awards.

AUTO IRELAND

In print and digital
formats, Auto Ireland
is the trusted guide to
car-buying in Ireland.
Published biannually,
Auto Ireland reaches
in excess of 1 million
readers per issue.

IRELAND OF
THE WELCOMES

Created by Harmonia in
Ireland and distributed to a
significant North American
diaspora, Ireland of the
Welcomes is a visually
stunning taste of Irish
culture, people and places.
Partnered by a compelling
digital presence, Ireland of
the Welcomes connects the
Irish at heart, wherever they
may call home.

we create CUSTOM CONTENT
& BESPOKE PUBLICATIONS
Harmonia’s inherent ability to create reader experiences that
influence and inspire is understood by our many custom content
clients. For innovative retailers to leading corporates and
government agencies, Harmonia’s Creative Communications
delivers exacting, enticing and entirely bespoke cross-platform
publishing solutions.
Staffed by highly experienced editors, designers and project
managers, and enriched by a curated talent pool of freelance
contributors, Harmonia Creative Communications has become
a natural leader in brand storytelling.
Through the right words, the right images, the right video,
the right reader experience and the right reporting, we add
considerable, and measurable, value to our clients’ marketing
and communications objectives.
We enjoy the custom content creation process – and it shows.

WE CREATE CAMPAIGNS
AND PROMOTIONS

Harmonia has responded to the shift from
traditional advertising to custom magazine content
both with excitement and creativity.
We believe in engaging brands directly with our
editors; ever challenging our talented design team,
and always committed to the creation of authentic
stories, campaigns and promotions that stimulate
authentic reader response.
Each project, each brief, each message represents
a fresh page and a fresh opportunity, and we pride
ourselves of devoting equal passion to our brand-led
content as we do our editorial.
And it works: the world’s biggest beauty, fashion and
lifestyle brands consistently turn to Harmonia for
custom content that convinces.
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we CREATE EXCITEMENT.
we WOW AUDIENCES.

As part of Harmonia’s publishing portfolio, Harmonia
runs a series of brand extension events across Ireland.
National events such as the FOOD&WINE Restaurant
of the Year Awards, Irish Tatler Women of the Year
Awards, Woman’s Way Mum of the Year Awards, Irish
Tatler Working Lunches and Woman’s Way Health &
Wellbeing are just some of the events Harmonia has
managed and grown over the past decade.
Harmonia also hold a number of more intimate
events such as reader evenings and fashion shows
throughout the year. Year to year each event
consistently delivers on quality, value and customer
enjoyment.
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WE would love
to hear from you
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Harmonia offers clients an extremely high level
of service from inception through to completion.
We offer clients a bespoke service that fits their
individual needs. In addition to a full in-house
creative team, we have access to a large pool of
freelance editors, designers, writers, digital wizards,
illustrators, photographers, proof readers and
writers expert in many fields.
Harmonia can also offer clients an advertising
sales service. We have an in-house team of highly
experienced sales people with significant industry
experience.

